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INTRODUCTION

In mid-February, Iranian officials announced the launch of three domestic search engines, which
they claim can be used without any interference from the filtering system. This month’s report
puts this claim to the test by searching for some sensitive keywords on Iranian search engines and
comparing the results to Google.
It won’t come as a surprise to readers that our findings suggest that Iranian search engines do
indeed filter results for some sensitive keywords. However, it turns out that this filtering sometimes
works in unexpected ways, and other times results we thought might be censored were actually
pretty easy to find.
We think this report offers some introductory insights into how Iranian search engines work, and
how they interact with the country’s filtering system. In addition to this feature, we’ve also got
more information about a “spy operation” in which eight Facebook ‘activists’ were arrested, the
ICT Ministry’s latest comments about 3G and 4G mobile communications technology, along with
other ICT-related statements from politicians and policymakers.
If you are interested in discussing further any of the issues raised in this report, please join our
group on LinkedIn.
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SELECTIVE TRUTHS //
IRANIAN SEARCH ENGINES
The values of independence and self-reliance have been important aspects of Iranian state ideology
since the Revolution. In the early days of the Islamic Republic, these values were encapsulated in
Khomeini’s famous phrase “neither east nor west,” a reference to Iran’s non-aligned status during
the cold war.
In recent years, Iranian officials have continued the trend by championing ‘national’ tech development
projects (such as the National Information Network (SHOMA) and Iranian version of Western services),
while eschewing foreign platforms like Viber and WhatsApp.
One of the most recent examples of this dynamic can be found in the February 2015 ‘launch’ of three
Iranian search engines: Parsijoo, Gorgor and Yooz. While the launch of these three search engines
was announced in February, it should be noted that Parsijoo was in fact launched a few years ago,
and Yooz was launched in early 2010. It’s unclear why the authorities are presenting them as ‘new.’
According to Iranian officials, the core feature of all domestic search engines is that Iranians can
use them without any disruption from the filtering system, regardless of what terms they search
for. The authorities also maintain that these search engines can compete with Google and other
Western alternatives.
Small Media sought to put these claims to the test by performing a series of searches for potentially
sensitive keywords on these three search engines and Google. Before delving into the results of our
inquiry, here’s a little bit about our objectives and methodology.
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METHODOLOGY
This research has two aims. First, we want to get a general sense of how these search engines work
and how they compare to each other (e.g. are all Iranian search engines different paths to the same
results, or is there genuine variation among them?). Second, we want to see how the functionality
of these search engines might have implications for Iran’s internet filtering policy, and the state of
internet freedom in Iran.
finding iranian search engines
Small Media briefly surveyed Iranian media outlets to find the most popular Iranian search engines
mentioned by Iranian authorities. These four search engines appeared repeatedly in public statements:
•
•
•
•

Pasijoo: http://parsijoo.ir/
Gorgor: http://gorgor.ir/
Yooz: http://www.yooz.ir/
Ya Hagh: http://yahag.ir/

After testing each search engine to ensure that they were still functional, Small Media found Ya
Hagh—the favoured search engine of Ahmadinejad’s former ICT Minister—to be out of service.
Accordingly, we removed it from our list. Let’s turn to the other three.
an overview of iranian search engines
According to the Deputy ICT Minister for Strategic Planning and Control, Barat Ghanbari, Parsijoo
was developed by Yazd University in cooperation with the ICT Ministry, which provided 150 servers
and agreed to cover all maintenance and bandwidth costs. Although the stated plan was to launch
Parsijoo in February 2015, the platform was in fact active five years ago. It is unclear why some of
the authorities described it as a new search engine.
Gorgor was created by a team at Imam Hossein University, which has close ties to the Iranian
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC).
Finally, Yooz was developed by researchers from the following universities: Sharif University of
Technology, Tehran University, Amirkabir University of Technology, Shahid Beheshti University, Iran
University of Science and Technology and Tarbiat Modares University. It was launched in early 2010.
In addition to the three search engines mentioned above, we also included a non-Iranian platform
to serve as a sort of ‘control group’ against which we could compare the findings of Iranian search
engines. We choose Google as it is the most popular website in Iran according to Alexa. Consequently,
we ended up with three Iranian search engines and Google.
selecting keywords
This step was the most difficult, as we wanted to provide a sample that would give us a wide variety
of results on our chosen search engines.
Small Media selected six different categories, and a number of keyword that we thought might
be considered sensitive or controversial by Iranian authorities. The choice of keywords was partly
informed by a previous Small Media report on Wikipedia in Iran. This research found that out of the
100 pages we looked at, 16 were blocked. The majority of blocked pages (10/16) had to do with sex
(e.g. ‘sexual intercourse,’ ‘homosexuality’). The others tended to reflect the governments anxiety
around topics such as religious and political figures (‘Ruhollah Khomeini,’ ‘Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani’),
pre-Islamic Iranian history (‘Cyrus the Great’), and social media (‘Facebook’).
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METHODOLOGY

In the present study, we have drawn from and expanded upon these findings, and created six
categories of possible search terms that may yield interesting results.
These 6 categories are as follows:
• Sexuality
• Religion
• Politicians
• Media
• Online Services
• Technology
Small Media searched a number of keywords for each of the above categories, and whittled them
down to one per category for the sake of brevity. This report is not intended to be a comprehensive
study of Iranian search engines. Rather, it is aimed at giving a general sense of how they work, and
how they interact with Iran’s internet filtering system. Here’s our ‘shortlist’ of the most interesting
keywords we tested:
Keyword in English

Keyword in Persian

Sex

سکس
بهائیت
یم� ی ن
حس� موسوی
ب�ب�یس فاریس
فیسبوک
ویپ�ان

Baha’i
Mir Hossein Mousavi
BBC Persian
Facebook
VPN
[Table I]
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404: DISSENT NOT FOUND //
IRANIAN SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS
The results of the top three hits for each search term are listed in the tables below, along with some
analysis of our findings.
Small Media searched for the selected keywords using each of our chosen search engines. One thing
that immediately struck us was the frequent similarity of results on GorGor and Yooz. As as result,
we think there’s reason to suspect that these two search engines use the same (or at least, very
similar) search algorithms and databases.
searching for... sex
Parsijoo appears to be the most heavily-censored of the Iranian search engines, it being the only
one to refuse to show results for sexual keywords, point-blank [see Image I].
Compare this blank screen with GorGor’s first page results, which include links to pages about
erotic stories, various sex position and also why anal sex is dangerous. The results offered by Yooz
are similar to those of GorGor, while they also include a blog post about why some women do not
like oral sex and a documentary about sex in a Sigheh, or temporary marriage.

Rank

#1

#2

#3

Google

Sexy images:
List | Horny

Most viewed
Sex videos

Iranian sexy
clip- Khafan
Forum

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

N/A

The reason men would like
to have oral sex and some
women don’t

Sexual intercourse Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

N/A

Important points
about couples’ sexual
relationships

HTMLCorner.com - get
root information about
any website

Download images of
various sex positions

The story of Miss
Teacher’s affair | Sex
Stories

N/A

[Table II] // ‘Sex’ Search Results (careful... some results not safe for work!)
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[Image I] // What happens when searching for ‘sex’ on Parsijoo

searching for... baha’i
Baha’i is another interesting keyword, and the results of this search suggest that Iranian search
engines are reluctant to feature much pro-Baha’i content. Results on all Iranian search engines are
overwhelmingly hostile to Baha’is, with many referring to them as “the misguided Baha’i sect.”
Google, on the other hand, offers more balanced and neutral results: the top three results are from
Wikipedia, the fourth is the website of the worldwide Baha'i community and the last 5 results are
opposed to the faith.
Rank

Google

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

#1

Baha’i Faith - persian-bahai.org

Bahaeeat

Baha’i - Didehban
Center

Baha’i - Didehban
Center

#2

Baha’i - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia - Persian Wikipedia

Baha’i - Didehban Center

The Truth About the
Baha’i

The Truth About the
Baha’i

#3

Criticisms of the Baha’i
Faith - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

Baha’i Research | Research
on the Baha’i Faith

Baha’i - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia - Persian Wikipedia

Baha’i - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia - Persian Wikipedia

[Table III] // ‘Baha’i’ Search Results
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searching for... mir hossein mousavi
Searches for Mir Hossein Mousavi, leader of the Green Movement who has been under house arrest
since February 2011, return some interesting results on Iranian search engines.
Although Iranian search engines seem to pull in Mousavi-related Wikipedia pages indiscriminately,
the majority of non-Wikipedia content on their front pages are news articles from before Mousavi’s
house arrest, or editorials criticising his political activities. None of the articles concern his criticisms
of the Ahmadinejad government, or claims of electoral fraud in 2009. More than 40% of Google’s
front page results concern these topics.

Rank

Google

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

#1

Mir Hossein Mousavi - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

TV debate between
Mahmood Ahmadinejad
and Mir Hossein Mousavi - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

Mir Hossein Mousavi - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

Mir Hossein Mousavi
- Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

#2

House arrest of Mir
Hossein Mousavi, Mehdi
Karroubi, and their spouses - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

House arrest of Mir
Hossein Mousavi, Mehdi
Karroubi, and their spouses - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

House arrest of Mir
Hossein Mousavi, Mehdi
Karroubi, and their spouses - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

What happened in
the meeting between
the Supreme Leader
and Mir Hossein
Mousavi

#3

News and Analysis Kaleme

Islamic Revolution Document Center - Martyr
Dialeh’s speech about Mir
Hossein Mousavi

What happened in the
meeting between the
Supreme Leader and Mir
Hossein Mousavi

The story of Rouhani's
university visit

[Table IV] // ‘Mir Hossein Mousavi’ Search Results
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searching for... bbc persian
In contrast to the standard filtering we’ve seen so far, search results for BBC Persian reveal a more
insidious form of censorship. Not only do Yooz and GorGor offer no links to either bbcpersian.com
or bbc.co.uk/persian, but the majority of results on Yooz actually direct users to persianbbc.ir, which
is a fake version of BBC Persian [see image II overleaf].
As visible in[Table V], the real and fake BBC Persian pages look very similar. But if you examine the
top three headlines for each, a sharp contrast in editorial orientation becomes abundantly clear.
BBC Persian // Original

BBC Persian // Fake

Translation of Top 3 Headlines (17/4/2015)
• BBC insists on justifying crimes of terrorism in
East of the country
• BBC tries to exploit death of Khatami’s mother
• BBC praises ISIS

• Pakistan’s Parliament disagree with military
operation in Yemen war
• Engine of Iran’s commercial aircraft exploded
in Istanbul airport
• 7 Pakistanis killed in Syria were buried in Qom

[Table V] // Real vs. Fake BBC Persian
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[Image II] // Fake BBC Persian Links on Yooz
The first result for BBC Persian on Parsijoo is a link to the real BBC Persian. However, the majority of
subsequent non-Wikipedia results are links to propaganda hostile to BBC Persian.
Rank

Google

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

#1

BBC

Main Page - BBC Persian

BBC Persian

Main Page - BBC Persian

#2

BBC Persian - YouTube

BBC Persian - Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia

BBC Persian

BBC Persian TV - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

#3

Naughty viewers on BBC
Persian TV

BBC Persian TV - Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia

BBC Persian Archive

Download Documentary
BBC Africa Series 2013

[Table VI] // ‘BBC Persian’ Search Results
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searching for... facebook
As with BBC Persian, searches for social networks like Facebook and Twitter often direct users to
artificial knock offs. For example, whenever users search on Parsijoo, Yooz or GorGor, they cannot
find links to Facebook or Twitter. Instead, users are directed to Iranian versions of these websites
via links such as: facebooki.ir, facecamp.ir, twittfa.ir.
While these search engines seem to be designed to hide the URLs for Facebook and Twitter from
users, some of them actually display these URLs on the top of the results page. For instance, you
cannot find Facebook.com among Yooz’s search results. However, the top of the results page contains
a brief description of Facebook, followed by a link to Facebook.com [highlighted in Image III overleaf].
So while the search results try to direct users to Iranian social networks, the description at the top
of the page contains a link that leads them straight to the real Facebook! It’s difficult to say whether
this oversight stems from carelessness or incompetence, but it seems clear that such sloppy attempts
at censorship wouldn’t be difficult for even the least tech savvy Iranians to circumvent.

Rank

Google

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

#1

Welcome to Facebook

Iranian Facebook

Each Iranian - Iranian
Facebook

Each Iranian - Iranian
Facebook

#2

Facebook - Android Apps
on Google Play

Iran’s Facebook

Iranian Facebook

Iranian Facebook

#3

Facebook - Mashable

Who is the real founder of
Facebook?

Facebook - Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia

Iran’s Facebook

[Table VII] // ‘Facebook’ Search Results
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[Image III] // Facebook description automatically imported from Wikipedia
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searching for... vpn
Unlike most of the terms discussed above, the results for searches for VPN on Iranian search engines
and Google are very similar. Yet while Iranian search engines don’t appear to censor results for VPN
related searches, it is possible that when a user clicks on one of the links, he or she will be blocked
from accessing the VPN selling site.
In addition, you can find lots of video tutorials regarding VPN use on Iranian search engines which are
hosted on Apart, an Iranian version of YouTube. Previously, Small Media published a comprehensive
report regarding VPNs in Iran that is available here.

Rank

Google

Parsijoo

Yooz

Gor Gor

#1

Selling high speed VPN

Buy VPN, Buy Kerio. Buy
VPN for Mobile

Buy VPN, Buy Kerio,
Buy SOCKS

VPNOnline.ir

#2

Buy VPN | Buy Kerio

Virtual Private Network
- Wikipedia, free encyclopedia

Download free VPN

Buy SOCKS, Buy Kerio,
Buy VPN

#3

Buy VPN

Buy VPN, Buy SOCKS, Buy
Kerio

Download free VPN

Buy VPN for Mobile | Buy
Kerio | Buy VPN

[Table VIII] // ‘VPN’ Search Results
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CONCLUSION
We can draw a couple of simple, descriptive conclusions from this study. First, it seems that Yooz
and GorGor have a similar algorithm, because the search terms we investigated returned similar
results. And second, it seems that when it comes to sensitive keywords, Parsijoo is censored more
heavily than either Yooz or GorGor (recall the blank page that greets users who type ‘sex’ into
Parsijoo’s search bar).
More substantively, it seems clear that domestic search engines form a new part of Iran’s vast
internet filtering apparatus. As we have seen, searches for sensitive keywords, such as Baha’i, yield
considerably different results on Iranian search engines than they do on Google.
For some users, this disparity will be a good reason to distrust Iranian search engines. Their familiarity
with Google’s results for a given search will make it easy for them to spot a heavily filtered domestic
alternative. Moreover, the fact that Yooz carelessly included a link to Facebook at the top of its results
page suggests that many netizens won’t have too much trouble circumventing censorship efforts.
However, we can’t assume that all users will be so critical or astute.
Those users who credulously turn to Yooz, GorGor, and Parsijoo with their online queries could easily
be lead to believe false or misleading information. Moreover, even critical netizens may struggle
to tell the pages for the real BBC Persian and the fake one apart, as they look remarkably similar.
Directing users to a fake, government-controlled version of BBC Persian constitutes a subtle and
insidious form of censorship which could lead users to accept baseless propaganda as fact.
In an age when so much of what we know about the world comes from online media sources,
exercising control over which websites users see and which ones they don’t endows search engines
with considerable power. And when the Iranian government uses that power to promote a specific
ideological agenda, the internet freedom of Iranian citizens suffers.
As we stated at the outset, this research is not comprehensive, but rather a preliminary inquiry into
the opaque world of Iranian search engines. We think our findings serve as a good introduction to
the functionality of domestic search engines, and how they interact with the filtering system. But
we have perhaps raised as many questions as we’ve answered. Going forward, it is important for
researchers and activists keep a close eye on Iranian search engines to track the ways they may be
used to restrict freedom of information in the Islamic Republic.
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SPECIAL FEATURE //
SEXY SEARCHES, IRANIAN STYLE
A few months ago, The New York Times published some fascinating research by Seth StephensDavidowitz which looked at data for sex-related searches on Google. This study yielded some
interesting findings, such as: “On Google, the top complaint about a marriage is not having sex.
Searches for ‘sexless marriage’ are three and a half times more common than ‘unhappy marriage’
and eight times more common than ‘loveless marriage.’”
This got us thinking about how such an experiment might play out on Iranian search engines.
Unfortunately, we were not able to replicate the study exactly, because search data for Iranian
search engines is not publicly available. However, we figured that autocomplete results might serve
as a decent proxy.
It’s difficult to determine the precise formula for autocomplete results, but it’s safe to assume that
the number of times a term has been searched is likely a prominent factor. It goes without saying
that this feature is not a scientific study. We are not trying to make any definitive claims about the
sexual habit and preferences of the Iranian population. Instead, we think it will be interesting (and
probably quite amusing) to take a look at how Iranian search engines handle risqué queries, and
what autocomplete results might suggest the popularity of various search terms.
With this important caveat in mind, we now turn to an explanation of how this project was undertaken.
We started by borrowing the first four search terms from Stephens-Davidowitz’s study (‘marriage,’
‘relationship,’ ‘boyfriend,’ and ‘girlfriend’) and translated them into Persian [see Table IX].

Search term in English

Search term in Persian

‘_______ marriage’

'_________ 'ازدواج

‘_______ relationship’

'_________ 'رابطه
ت
'_________ �دخ/پرس
'دوست

‘boyfriend/girlfriend _____’

[Table IX] // Autocomplete Search Terms
We then entered these terms into Google and Parsijoo (the only Iranian search engine which offers
autocomplete) and then took the top four autocomplete suggestions for each term. Below is a
discussion of some of the more interesting findings.
marriage
Autocomplete suggestions for ‘_______marriage’ return similar results on Google and Parsijoo.
Included in the top four are ‘Sigheh ()ازدواج موقت,’ a temporary marriage that is often viewed as a
cover for promiscuity or prostitution; and ‘white marriage ()ازدواج سفید,’ which refers to the common
but religiously taboo practice of couples living together before getting married.
relationship
Regarding searches for ‘_______relationship,’ the common autocomplete suggestion between
Google and Parsijoo is ‘Marital Relationship (�زناشو
)رابطه.’ This term is a polite way to refer to sexual
ی
relations within a marriage.
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S P E C I A L F E A T U R E // S E X Y S E A R C H E S , I R A N I A N S T Y L E

The top autocomplete suggestion on Google for the same search term is ‘Sexual Relationship (رابطه
)رابطه ش.’ This difference shows an interesting contrast: it
 ’)جنیسwhile on Parsijoo it is ‘Affair (نام�وع

seems that people tend to consult Google for general queries about sex, while they turn to Parsijoo
for information about infidelity.

Another interesting point is that while the search for ‘_______relationship,’ could theoretically
generate results about any kind of relationship, both of the above suggestions offered by Parsijoo
have to do with marriage. This suggests that either Iranians tend to avoid Parsijoo for questions
about non-marital sexual relationships, or that Parsijoo hides autocomplete results for such queries.
Boyfriend/Girlfriend
Parsijoo’s putative aversion to searches about extra-marital sexual relationships is more clearly
visible when the keyword ‘boyfriend/girlfriend _____’ is entered. The Iranian search engine doesn’t
offer a single autocomplete suggestion for either search term. Luckily for Iranian users, Google does,
and the results are pretty juicy.
Top 4 Google’s autocomplete results for boyfriend are
1.
Boyfriend ()دوست پرس
2.
Finding a boyfriend (�یا
)دوست پرس ب
3.
My boyfriend fucks me ()دوست پرسم منو میکنه
4. I [need] a boyfriend ()دوست پرس میخوام
Top 4 autocomplete results for girlfriend are:
)دوست ت
1.
Girlfriend (�دخ
)دوست ت
2.
Finding a girlfriend (�یا
دخ� ب
ض
)دوست ت
3.
Morteza Pashaei’s girlfriend (�پاشا
دخ� مرت� ی
ت
4. My girlfriend is cute ()دوست دخ� من نازه
What are we to make of these results? It seems that finding a significant other is a primary concern
for many Iranian users. Interestingly, only searches for ‘boyfriend’ generate an autocomplete suggestion that explicitly (in every sense of the word) references sex, using terminology that would
make even the most liberal clerics blush. Indeed, it’s hard to imagine an autocomplete result that
so succinctly combines profanity and pre-marital sex appearing on an Iranian search engine.
The lack of available data on frequency of searches for Iranian search engines makes it difficult to
draw any definitive conclusions here. What does seem clear is that when Parsijoo offers no autocomplete suggestions for risqué search terms, Google is more than happy to pick up the slack.
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APPENDIX //
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION—HADITHS ON YOOZ
Yooz has a feature—unique among the search engines examined in this report—allowing Iranian
users to quickly access faith-based answers to a number of common queries. A number of search
terms return hadiths—collections of the teachings and sayings of the prophet Muhammad—in
addition to the standard results. These hadiths appear along the top of the results page in boxes
distinguishing them from the standard search results [see image IV below].

[Image IV] // Hadiths returned when searching for ‘marriage’ on Yooz

Yooz returns 55 hadiths when searching for the term ‘marriage.’ Here are the first three:
The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said: “For each woman that serves [her] husband for seven days,
God will close seven doors of Hell and open eight doors of Heaven, so that she can enter from any
door she wishes.” He also said: “Giving water to your husband is better than praying every night,
and fasting every day for a whole year.”
Imam Sadegh (PBUH): “For a woman, her husband’s satisfaction is the most efficient intercession
to God.”
Imam Hassan (PBUH) said: “Let her marry a virtuous man: because if he likes your daughter he will
respect her, and if he doesn't like her, he won’t oppress her.”
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CONTENT FILTERING AND BLOCKED SITES
• March 2: Iranians reported problems with Instagram. According to Fars News, users of some ISPs

reported no issues, while users from others could not open and use Instagram (the report did
not name the ISPs in question). In response, Mahmood Khosravi, Director of Telecommunication
Infrastructure Company (TIC) stated that the government places no restrictions on Instagram, and
the issue comes from users’ IPs. Instagram is the first social network that has been targeted by the
Intelligent Filtering system (IF). (Source)
• March 2: Internet users in Tehran reported unstable connections. Alireza Seyedi, Director of
Telecommunication Company of Tehran (TCT), responded by noting that his company couldn’t
detect any internet connection problems on its end. He added that the TCT recently purchased
additional IP addresses. (Source)
• March 7: The official website of the Tehran’s Bus Drivers Labour Union was blocked. (Source)
• March 13: Two popular advertising websites, Istgah and IranTejarat were blocked without any
explanation. These websites are Iranian analogues of Craigslist. (Source)
• March 17: Alireza Shourideh, Director of Engineering and Infrastructure at Islamic Republic News
Agency (IRNA) announced that the organisation had been the victim of a Denial-of-service (DDoS)
attack. According to Shourideh, the attack began March 11 2015, and continued till March 16 2015.
During this cyber attack, the number of requests per second increased from 1,000 to 7,000. He
stated that the attack originated outside the country. (Source)
• March 19: The Revolutionary Guards’ Center for Investigating Organized Crime (Gerdab), closed
some of the Facebook pages associated with an Iranian modeling network in Semnan province.
According to Gerdab, the network published a number of private images of Iranians on Facebook
without their permission. (Source)
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STATEMENTS FROM MINISTRIES
AND POLITICIANS
• March 1: Nasrollah Jahangard, Deputy ICT Minister, announced that Iran is ready to invite Western

technology companies such as Google to expand their businesses in the Islamic Republic. Jahangard’s
only stated condition was that these companies respect Iran’s culture. (Source)
• March 1: The Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) released more details regarding the “Spy
Operation” in which 12 Facebook activists were arrested. According to the statement, the IRGC could
‘control’ around 8 million ‘likes’ on Facebook pages after launching this operation. It seems as though
they reached this figure by tallying up all the likes these pages received rather than counting the
pages themselves, so that the number would sound more impressive. Additionally, they released
details of two people who were arrested:
• Mr. M.Y. is 27 years old and has a BSc in Shipbuilding from Amirkabir University of Technology.
He managed 20 ‘immoral and pornographic’ pages, as well as a series of fake pages of
football players and celebrities. He was arrested in 2009/10 during the ‘Sedition of 1388’, a
term used by hardliners to describe the pro-Mousavi post-election unrest in 2009.
• Mr. A.R. is a 27 year old graduate living in Tehran. He was a very active Facebook page
manager, maintaining more than 120 pages over six years of activity. He also forged ID cards
and passports. He has been arrested by Iran’s Cyber Police (FATA) on a previous occasion.
(Source)
• March 1: Saeid Mahdavion, Deputy of National Center of Cyberspace (NCC) announced that plans
for the regulation of virtual currencies such as Bitcoin were passed and approved by the Supreme
Council of Cyberspace (SCC), but have yet to be ratified. According to Mahdavion, these regulations
can be enacted in six months. Currently, Iran’s Police considers Bitcoin illegal, and Iran’s Central
Bank does not recognise it as a currency. Small Media published a report about Bitcoin in Iran in
June 2014. (Source)
• March 2: Ali Asghar Amidian, the Deputy Minister of ICT and the CRA Director announced that 25,000
villages will have broadband internet access by the end of March 2016. Also, he said around 75% of
villages in the country have landlines, and the 25% of villages without landlines only contain 10% of
Iran’s total rural population. Currently, 8% of villages in Iran are connected to broadband. (Source)
• March 4: Masoud Rezvani, Head of Interpol in Iran’s Police announced that around 300 cases have
been submitted regarding cyber attacks against Iranian businessmen and organisations since 1390
(2011/12). Most of the attacks came from China, Hong Kong, and some African countries such as
Nigeria. In addition, he said that Iran could identify the IP addresses of individuals launching cyber
attacks against state departments and report them to Interpol. (Source)
• March 7: ICT Minister Mahmoud Vaezi announced a series of statistics about the internet and
mobile data usage. The highlighted points are listed below:
• International internet bandwidth increased from 700 Gbps to 1,600 Gbps. Meanwhile,
internet bandwidth in the country will increase 2 fold by the end of 1394 (March 2016).
• The number of domestic internet users (i.e. those who use the internet in their homes) in
Iran increased from 3.3 million to 8 million.
• The number of mobile data users has reached 10 million. (Source I, Source II)
• March 8: Mohammad Hassan Entezari, Secretary of the Supreme Council of Cyberspace (SCC),
said Iran only exports 500 million USD worth of software when it should be exporting 3 billion USD
worth. In addition, he said the ICT Ministry’s report on SHOMA is unacceptable because they only
submitted a PowerPoint file. (Source I, Source II)
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• March 8: SCC member Hamidreza Shahriari said Iran must devise and implement a system that
allows the authorities to identify internet users. According to Shahriari, it is necessary to have this kind
of system because users engage in criminal activity online. There have previously been discussions
in the country about giving specific IP addresses to each internet user. (Source)
• March 8: Seyyed Morteza Mousavian, Head of the Digital Media and Information Technology
Center (SARAMAD) announced that SARAMAD will register the logos of all Iranian websites, and all
of these websites must be colour-coded based on their activities. In addition, he said his organisation
submitted a list of all registered websites to Iran’s General Prosecutor’s office, so that all websites
absent from the list can be blocked. (Source)
• March 10: Ahmadreza Pourdastan announced that Iran’s Army will execute an electronic war
maneuver by end of March 2016. According to Pourdastan, this maneuver will test a series of new
electronic equipment. (Source)
• March 10: Gerdab released a statement announcing that the IRGC will run new operations on
Instagram, Viber and WhatsApp in the next two months to crack down on ‘anti-Iranian’ content
and activities. This latest action follows the IRGC’s Spy Operation, which resulted in the arrests of
12 Facebook users. (Source)
• March 11: Abbas Askari Sari, Head of Development for the New Media Center at Islamic Republic of
Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) said half of Iran’s population will be able to use Internet Protocol Television
(IPTV) in the next five years. Currently, there is an argument between IRIB and the ICT Ministry
regarding who has the ultimate power over IPTV. The IRIB believes it has ultimate responsibility
for content on IPTV, while the ICT Minister says IPTV is web-based, and therefore requires a license
from the ICT Ministry to operate. (Source I, Source II)
• March 11: Vaezi announced that 3G and 4G will cover all parts of the country by the end of Rouhani’s
first term. According to Vaezi, 220 cities currently have 3G coverage, while 40 cities are covered by
4G. Additionally, he claims Iran will have 5G in the next 5 years, however this seems a bit unrealistic
as the technology is still in the pilot phase. that does not look doable. (Source)
• March 13: Entezari announced that Iran has two filtering projects to censor the internet. The first
is a national project that the ICT Ministry has been working on to apply filtering techniques to data
as it enters Iranian cyberspace at the international gateway. The second project, undertaken by the
SCC, is aimed at small organisations with fewer than 10,000 users. (Source)
• March 15: Majid Rezazadeh, Director of the Development Center for Prevention at the State Welfare
Organisation of Iran (SWOI) announced his organisation will release a an app by the end of 1394
(March 2016). According to Rezazadeh, this app will offer content about mental, psychological, and
social health. He estimates the app will have at least 13 million users. Some Iranian News Agencies
such as the Iranian Student’s News Agency (ISNA) claimed this app is an Iranian version of Viber,
though it is unclear how they reached this conclusion. (Source)
• March 16: The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance (MCIG) launched its own email service. This
service is named ‘Farhang Mail (Culture Mail)’, and is available to individuals active in culture and
the arts. The MCIG claims that Farhang Mail is very fast and secure. However, Small Media cannot
find a link to this email service. (Source)
• March 18: In an interview with ISNA, SCC Secretary Entezari said that the Cultural Appendix has
been completed, but has not yet been submitted to the SCC because some members of the ICT
Ministry disagreed with some of its contents. The Cultural Appendix refers to legislation governing
3G, 4G, and video calls, and aims to address the moral issues clerics believe to be associated with
these technologies. Currently, Iranians are prohibited from making video calls due to the authorities’
concern about their impact on society. It is not clear when this appendix will be submitted. (Source)
• March 22: The Telecommunication Company of Iran (TCI) published the latest statistics regarding
landline and internet usage at the end of February, as shown in Table X. (Source)
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Number of landline customers

29 million

Landline penetration

37.4%

Number of villages with telecommunication

53,000 villages

Number of villages having landlines

50,000 villages

Number of registered landline numbers

34 million

Number of internet users

40 million

Number of ADSL users

3.5 million

Number of public phones

165,000
[Table X] // TCI Communications Statistics

March 24: Hassan Karimi, Deputy of Iran’s Computer Games Foundation announced a ban on
the import of foreign games that will take effect “very soon.” According to Karimi, Iran is going to
approve new regulations that prohibit all non-Iranian games. (Source)
•
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• March 2: Farhad Alishaei, member of Tehran's Computer Guild (TCG), criticised the government’s
role in developing Iranian search engines, saying the government wastes millions of dollars each
year to develop Iranian services and devices such as mobile apps and search engines. According to
Alishaei, search engines that censor results cannot become popular amongst users. In February 2015,
the ICT Ministry launched three Iranian search engines. (Source)
• March 2: Two weeks after publishing the news that Gemalto SIM cards were hacked by the NSA and
GCHQ, MTN Irancell published a statement in reaction announcing that its network and SIM cards
are completely secure. Previously, Vaezi reacted to the news by saying that no Iranian authorities
use mobile phones for their work. (Source)
• March 3: Mohammadreza Karimi, Head of Internet Committee at TGC said the price of internet
bandwidth for users in Tehran is four times higher than the price the Telecommunication Infrastructure
Company (TIC)—which holds a monopoly on bandwidth—pays to import bandwidth into the country.
Previously, Small Media published a report which, drawing on data from the Islamic Parliamentary
Research Center (IPRC), found that the price for end-users is 25 times higher than the price paid by
the TIC for bandwidth. (Source)
• March 8: According to Asr Ertebat Weekly Magazine, Iran has around 80,000 ‘intelligent classrooms’
which means around 40,000 to 45,000 schools are equipped with the latest educational technologies.
(Source)
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